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Autumn House Press is pleased to announce the upcoming release of Hadley Moore’s debut short story 
collection, Not Dead Yet and Other Stories. 

 
Not Dead Yet studies the uncertainties of loss, turning a gaze toward the often-silenced voices of the infirm, elderly, 
and adolescent. Rich in humor and honesty, Hadley Moore’s debut collection of short stories presents a 
contemporary set of narratives from a lush cast of characters. We find the protagonists of her stories tenderly 
revealing their pain after the loss of loved ones and coping with the voids left by the passing of youth, happiness, and 
fulfillment. Dana Johnson selected Not Dead Yet and Other Stories as the 2018 winner of the Autumn 
House Fiction Prize. 
 
Rebecca Lee writes of Moore’s debut, “This electrifying collection 
of nine stories stunned me—each story is so differently alive. The 
whole collection abounds in a love of language, and I felt 
throughout the total pleasure of watching an attentive, sometimes 
reckless, big-hearted, intelligent, and masterful storyteller work 
her way through endlessly interesting territory.” 
 

List Price: $17.95 
ISBN: 978-1-938769-41-2 
Genre: Short Fiction 
Publication Date: September 2019 
Number of Pages: 216 

 
About the Author: Hadley Moore’s fiction has appeared in 
McSweeney’s Quarterly Concern, Witness, Amazon’s Day One, Alaska 
Quarterly Review, the revived december, Indiana Review, Anomaly, 
Quarter After Eight, Confrontation, The Drum, Midwestern Gothic, and 
elsewhere. She is an alumna of the MFA Program for Writers at 
Warren Wilson College and lives near Kalamazoo, Michigan. 
 
Please look for Not Dead Yet at your local bookstore, on our website, or through our distributor The University of 
Chicago Press. If you are interested in reviewing the book or scheduling an interview or reading with the author, 
please don’t hesitate to email me,  cstroud@autumnhouse.org. 
 
Best, 
Christine Stroud 
Editor in Chief  
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